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Twenty years ago I was pregnant
with my first child and enjoying my
hobby of making patchwork quilts.
When James came along I quickly
realised that life as a Mum prohibited
long periods of free time! Still having
a need to accomplish something 
creative, outside the baby routine, 
I discovered the joy of making hand
made greetings cards. I saw a small
advertisement in a craft magazine
for a company producing greetings
card blanks for my new hobby, so I
sent away for the catalogue.

When doing some sorting out 
the other day, I came across this
same catalogue and remembered my

delight when I received it as there
were also samples attached so that I
could actually see the quality of the
paper and card – I later discovered
that these were all individually stuck
on manually! In my first order there
was a hand written note from Jenny
wishing me luck and the personal
touch was really appreciated and
that’s when my relationship with
Craft Creations began!!

Jenny and Paul Kearley founded
Craft Creations 20 years ago last
month (19th November!) and what 
a success story it has been. They ini-
tially operated from their house and
I recall the excitement when they
moved into dedicated premises in
‘Harpers Yard’ in Tottenham. I had
little experience in driving nearer 
to central London but the lure and
thrill to see the showroom and
sometimes a backstage tour of the
premises was too much to resist and
I soon became adept at the journey
sometimes with husband and now
two children in tow!!!

However, little did I imagine that
the success would have expanded so
much and their move to Cheshunt in
1997 has shown there are no limits to
their potential. In a very competitive
world, I consider they have been,
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and continue to be, the leaders in
this market. Their adaptability and
creativity sets them apart and I
know their products and service are
appreciated not only by UK cus-
tomers but many people worldwide
as well. However, I still feel they
maintain the personal touch of a
family business with many of the
immediate family being involved
but also several staff who have
remained loyal for years as well. So,
twenty years on, I still get excited
about a Craft Creations parcel 
arriving, a new product to try out,
although I also remain loyal to many
of the earlier and faithful designs 
as well, and visiting the premises
remains like a treat into Aladdin’s
cave. Congratulations Jenny, Paul
and all the staff, long may you all
continue!

2005 has been a rollercoaster of a
year, with many sad events happen-
ing in the world, but I hope the
peace of Christmas will reign and
you have a happy and restful time.

My best wishes to you,



3D Découpage
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1. Cut out parts shown. Cut between the
three hearts and sticky fix the 4 small ones
into place gluing as shown. Cut between
heart and shadow and ted and heart as
shown. Sticky fix into place and glue the
shadow and bear as shown.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a full print which is not shown.

Work the other layers onto it after mounting it into the card except
for DC318 and DC319 which are worked first then mounted into
the card. White gaps in the diagrams show where to cut between
pieces and blue lines show glue. 

2. Cut out the parts shown. Cut between
flower and arm as shown, curve arm down
at cut, sticky fix into place and glue. Sticky
fix other arm and heart into place. Cut
between legs, below dress and between 
ear and flower as shown. Sticky fix legs
into place and glue back one and tops as
shown. Curve ear up and flower down
then sticky fix bear into place.
3. Cut out the parts shown. Sticky fix both
flowers into place. Cut boy bear’s arm as
shown, sticky fix into place sliding under
the flower/leaves of previous layer. Cut

between arms, sticky fix into place and
glue as shown.

DC3201 2
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the bear’s heads and under chins. Sticky
fix into place and glue cloud and bear’s
head as shown.
2. Cut out the parts shown and sticky fix
the noses, arms and legs into place.

1. Cut out the parts shown and sticky fix
all the background hearts and stars into
place. Cut between the cloud and bears,

1 DC321 2
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3. Cut out the parts shown and sticky fix
into place.
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leg and tail as shown, curve down front leg
and bottom by cuts, sticky fix into place.
Cut between hair and collar, sticky fix both
into place and glue collar as shown. Cut
between chair and bow, chair and dress
and the fold in dress as shown. Curve the
dress down at the fold and on the chair
seat, sticky fix into place using a double
thickness pad at the bottom of the bow.
3. Cut out the parts shown and sticky fix
the dog’s ear, dress sleeve and hair bow
into place gluing the ear and shoulder 
as shown. Cut between the bow tails as
shown, sticky fix into place and glue as

1. Cut out parts shown and sticky fix pic-
tures into place. Cut between lampshade
and head, curtain and desk as shown.
Sticky fix lampshade and curtain into place
gluing as shown. Cut between pages and
dress, sticky fix girl into place. Save pages
until the picture has been mounted into 
the card so they will overspill the aperture.
2. Cut out parts shown and sticky fix arm,
ink pot and curtain tie into place, glue tie
and shoulder as shown. Cut around dog’s

place. Cut the rose basket and the mouse away
from the picture and sticky fix the centre 3 
tubs and the pot of orange flowers into place
and glue as shown. Sticky fix rose basket and
mouse into place.
3. Cut out the parts shown and sticky fix the
nose, mouse’s arm and flower as well as the
orange flowers into place, gluing arm as
shown. Cut between the tulips, white flowers
and lilac flowers and sticky fix the white and
lilac into place gluing where shown. Cut
around the sides and tops of the tulips to 
allow each flower head to be lifted away from

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut between the
sign and canopy, sticky fix both into place
and glue as shown. Cut between door and
flowers, door and bear, bear and pink
flowers and the yellow and green flowers
on left. Sticky fix main design into place
and glue the door and pink flowers as
shown. Sticky fix yellow tub into place 
and glue base. 
2. Cut out the parts shown and sticky fix
the head, arm and yellow flowers into

the leaves, sticky fix into place and
glue the bottom edge. Cut between 
the mouse’s feet and sticky fix both
into place gluing back one as shown.
Cut the basket handle as shown, sticky
fix into place and glue handle where
shown.

DC3191 2
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1
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DC318 2

shown. Sticky fix pages saved from earlier
and the page from this layer into place
after the design has been mounted.
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primroses away from the group where
shown. Cut the 2nd tulip from right away,
sticky fix into place and glue base. Cut
between the tulips and leaves as marked,
curve at each cut to accentuate and sticky
fix into place gluing the bottom edge. Cut
between centre leaf and stems and left
primrose and leaf, sticky fix into place and
glue left leaf and centre stems as shown.
Sticky fix bottom flowers into place.
3. Cut out parts shown and sticky fix daf-
fodil trumpets into place and glue. Cut the
purple buds away from the flowers, sticky
fix and glue buds. Cut the purple flowers
away from the primroses, sticky fix purple
flowers and glue at base. Cut right prim-

1. Cut out the parts shown. Cut the banner
away from the flowers, add a greeting to
this if desired before sticky fixing into
place and gluing bottom edge. Cut along
basket top and between tulip and leaf on
left where shown. Curve tulip by cut up
and leaf down, sticky fix into place and
glue the flowers above the basket cut
where shown. Sticky fix single primroses
into place.
2. Cut out parts shown and cut the basket

1 2
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rose away, sticky fix and glue. Cut next
right away, then the centre flower with
bud leaving the left flower with a bud.
Sticky fix all three into place and glue 
centre bud stem. Sticky fix single primrose
to basket front.

tulip and glue the stem. Sticky fix leaf into
place and glue at top.

Note: Some of these designs have panels,
banners or other parts of the design that
are just perfect for adding your own greet-
ing to, as we have done for this article.
Small size Gold Label stickers make ideal
greetings, simply choose a message which
is relevant for the occasion. Try using 
individual letters to add a more personal
message to the recipient.

1. Cut out the parts shown and sticky fix
two corner panels into place. Cut around
tag, add a greeting if desired, before sticky
fixing into place and gluing tulip by tag.

2. Cut out the parts shown. Cut between
the tulip heads and leaf on left, sticky fix
into place and glue base. 

3. Cut out the parts shown and cut between
each flower as shown. Sticky fix left tulip
into place and glue then sticky fix each

1 2

3

DC323

DC322



Daffodil Bookmark
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By Connie McEvoy
This cheery spring bookmark is presented as

an Easter card. It can be removed after Easter
making a beautiful gift for a keen reader.

Materials Required:
White Fabric 10cm x 20cm (I used silk, cut on 
the straight of the grain).
Iron-on Vilene 10cm x 20cm and an Iron.
Anchor Stranded Cotton: Cream 0386, Yellow
305, Deep Yellow 298 and Green 269.
Yellow Ribbon 2.5cm x 22cm.
Black Pencil & Vanishing Pen.
Needles: Fine Crewel, Tapestry No. 24 & Bodkin.
Dressmakers Pins.
Tracing Paper and Sharp Scissors.
White Card 4.5cm x 12cm.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: DEC8U-03 Bright Yellow.

To Make The Card:
Trace the pattern and double outline from the

diagram on the following page onto the tracing
paper using black pencil. Place the vilene ‘sticky’
side up over the traced design, pin or tape in
place to prevent it moving and trace the design
and outline onto the Vilene using the black pen-
cil. If preferred, you can place the white fabric
over the tracing and trace with a vanishing pen
directly onto the fabric. Use a moderately hot
iron to fix the Vilene to the fabric.

Embroider the daffodil motif first, beginning
with the leaves and using 2 strands of green 269.
Work the leaves marked with a green cross in
couching stitch. Lay a thread along the shape of
the leaf and couch over as shown below. Work
those marked with a single green line in stem
stitch as shown below.

Daffodil petals, use 2 strands of yellow 305
and work in satin stitch running across each
petal in the direction shown by the mid yellow
lines on the diagram. Stalk
tops, coloured pale cream on
the diagram, use 2 strands 
of cream 0386 and work in
satin stitch using the grey
direction lines for guidance.
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Trumpet sides, use 2 strands of deep yellow 298
and work satin stitch along the length as shown by the
darker yellow direction lines.

Trumpet centres, use 2 strands of deep yellow 298.
Work the trumpet marked with dark yellow dots in
French knots to fill the area. Work the two trumpets
marked with crosses in tiny buttonhole loops as 
follows. Make loops of thread over the fabric and
cover in tiny buttonhole stitches as shown.

Work the edging using 2 strands of cream and
fringe buttonhole stitch. This is worked in the same
way as buttonhole edge but a bodkin is held against
the design edge and the thread is wound once round
the bodkin after each buttonhole stitch is worked in
order to form the fringe loops (see diagram below).

You will have to
release the loops
at intervals as
work progresses
but always
leave two or
three loops on
the bodkin to
maintain unifor-
mity in size.

Once the whole
border is complete,
carefully snip
away the excess
fabric close to 
the buttonhole
edge using sharp
embroidery scis-
sors, being very
careful not to snip
the stitches or the 
loops. 

Press the design on several folds of
towel using a moderately hot iron.

Stitch the strip of ribbon to the centre
of the bookmark at the back, making
small slip stitches through the back of
the buttonhole stitches at the top and
bottom. Do not trim the edges of the 
ribbon yet. Press again if necessary.

To fit the bookmark to the card, use a
piece of white card 45mm x 120mm, run
a strip of 6mm double sided tape along

each 120mm edge, feed this
through the ribbon on the
back of the bookmark with
the tape showing, peel off
both backing strips and press
into place on the card front.
Once the design is mounted,
trim the ends of the ribbon to
a slant to fit the card front. 

Actual Size
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  Letters
Here is another selection of your lovely letters

and pictures of your work. Please continue to send
in your letters as we always enjoy reading them and
give a £10 Craft Creations Voucher for every letter
published. Please try to include a sample or photo so
they can be included in the magazine.

Enfield, Middlesex, EN2

Dear Craft Creations,

I have a friend whose daughter likes to buy
herself gifts for her own birthday. She then
has them gift wrapped and keeps them to
open on her birthday. My friend asked me 
to make a suitable card and the enclosed 
is what I came up with.

I rescued the ‘pressies’ from other cards
and put them onto your hammer card -
quite effective I thought.

Joan Fenwick.

Dereham, Norfolk, NR19

Dear Craft Creations,

I have been crafting since the
1960’s when you used potatoes
for rubber stamps and saved 
all the family’s cards to recycle
them. Cross stitch was of course
about, and découpage but you
didn’t hear so much about this.

How things have changed over the last ten years. You
bought your magazine out in 1996, of which I have
every copy and still look them over time and time
again. I used to use aperture cards and things like
sequin waste threaded with ribbon, perhaps cross
stitched designs or even recycled Christmas cards
but I’m not very artistic so when peel off stickers
came out I was over the moon, you can do so much

with them. I am very lucky 
in that I have a craft room
and can lock myself away
for hours on end to make
my cards.

Christine Willmott.

Southport, Merseyside,
PR9

Dear Editor,

Following the ‘borderlines’
article by Pam Goodwin
(issue 36) I made these

border cards, although they
are quite different from Pam’s.

The gold butterfly border is
simply a punch which I spaced
out along the strip, the edges

are glued onto the back panel and the butterflies left
free then used to overlap the front and hold the card
closed. For the second card I punched the corners and
the centre with a fancy corner punch. The front of the
card is then tucked under the punched centre piece. 

Kind regards, Brenda Ashcroft.

Nottingham, Notts, NG6

Dear Editor,

I made this card for my friend’s
husband who’s birthsign is Leo
and is nuts about safaris. All
the little bits and pieces were
on a computer programme
which has endless supplies of
little clips. All that was then
required was a pair of scissors
and a bucketful of patience.

Mrs M. R. Hartshorne.

Banbury, Oxon, OX15

Dear Jenny & Paul,

I have been making greetings cards for several years, I started with
quilling and although this is still my favourite craft I now try most
things. Over the past few years I have sold my cards for charity - the
local hospice, my village church, MS, etc. 

I gave £200 to the Banbury MS society last year and they asked me to
show them how to make cards. They hired a room and I demonstrated
Rubber Stamping, Spirelli and peel offs. They used some of the money I
had raised for them to buy equipment and have now gone from strength
to strength. They have their own ‘Handmade By MS’ stickers and have
made over £300 for their funds. They meet weekly for card making in
each other’s houses, so it’s given them time together socially and
a new interest!

They now have a committee member solely for cardmaking fund raising
and make cards for birthdays, thank you, celebrations etc. as well as
Christmas so will hopefully make money all year round.

Best wishes  

Kathleen Davis.

What a lovely story, amazing to think that making a few cards for charity
could spark off such a chain of events, long may they continue. 

Weston-Super-Mare, Avon, BS23

Dear Jenny & Paul,

Whenever I produce a best seller
for Hospicecare I do like to share 
it with you. I am so pleased when
new peel off stickers come out and
enclose two designs which are
proving so popular with my clientele.

Regards, Cynthia Brown.



Folded Fan
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Elizabeth Hayward
This idea can utilise découpage paper,

wrapping paper, background paper or
even plain paper which could be deco-
rated using rubber stamps or peel offs.
The design itself is simple yet effective
and the decoration can vary according to
the taste and imagination of the maker.

Materials Required:
4cm Squares of Blue Paper x 8.
Paper Punches: 10mm & 15mm Daisy,
6mm Flower and Small Leaf.
Scraps of Paper in Pale Green, Brown,
Gold, Pink, Cerise and Cream.
Gold Label Sticker Border: XL170U-01 Gold.
Small Gold Sticker Dots and Clear Tape.
Mulberry Paper White & Pink.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: SF03U-76 Raspberry.

To Make The Card:
Place a corner design sticker in each corner 

of the card and add a line of sticker diamonds
along each side. For the whole of this card, I am
using the row of waste between the actual border
design as it is nice and small. To do this, you will
need to cut across the ends of the strip to be able
to remove it from the sheet. 

Tear a rough shape of approx. 8cm x 12cm
from white Mulberry and stick it on the card.
Tear small strips of pink Mulberry and add these
over the white to suit your taste.

Fold each of the eight paper squares in the
following way.
1. Fold in half diagonally and unfold again.

2. Twist the paper to place the fold vertical and
fold in the left hand side to meet the centre fold.
Repeat with the right side.
3. Fold this shape in half to make 3a and tack
together with a little dab of glue .
4. Lay one shape on the
work surface with the
longest edge at the top.
Lay another above this
one making sure the
narrow points are exactly
in line with each other,
use a small piece of tape
to hold in place. 

Repeat this with each of the remaining
shapes. Turn the fan over, this will be the top,
and use a strip of border placed neatly along
each long edge. Add a border strip to the short
edge of the last shape. Punch 8 small flowers
from a scrap of mottled pink paper and stick one
to each segment of the fan. Add a small gold 
dot to the centre of each. Mine are from the 
waste from a sheet of stickers I had, if you have
nothing suitable in your collection it is as easy 
to add a dot of paint, gel pen or glitter.

Punch 4 leaves from pale green, brown and
gold, arrange on the centre of the fan and glue 
in place. Cover this with a pink daisy, a cream
daisy, a small cerise daisy and a small pink
flower topped by a gold dot.

Place sticky fixers on the back of the fan and
stick into place on the card.



Vase Of Daffodils
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By Claire Bowen
A spring time flowery design, especially good

for Mothering Sunday, Spring Birthdays or
Easter, involving hand cut daffodils and vase.

Materials Required:
Scraps of Paper: Shades of Green, Yellow 
and Orange. 
Stardust Paper Blue/Silver 3cm x 5cm.
Small Blue Bow.
Embroidered Paper 8cm x 13cm.
Blue Paper/Card 8cm x 13cm and 4cm x 5.5cm.
Silver Paper/Card 4.5cm x 6cm.
Mum Heart Stickers: XL465U-02 Silver.
Scissors: Straight, Deckled and Scalloped.
Green Felt Tipped Pen (optional).
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Sticky Fixers and Double Sided Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC6U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Stick the large blue panel onto the card front

positioning it centrally from top to bottom and 
leaving a border on the left edge of the same
width as the top/bottom border. 

Trim the cream panel with scalloped scissors
then stick centrally onto the blue panel. Trim the
small blue panel with deckle edged scissors and
stick centrally onto the silver panel then, stick

this onto the card front
5cm from the bottom
edge and central
between the previous
panel and card edge.

Trace the vase shape
from the diagram,
transfer to the blue 
stardust paper and
cut out.

Trace the flower,
bud and leaf shapes

provided. The leaves and stems should be cut
using the shapes given as a guide, but don’t
make them all exactly the same, cutting them
freehand will give the best results. 

I used green felt tip to add the detail to the
bud shapes but have given them separately on
the diagram so you can cut them from green
paper or colour them, whichever you prefer.

Transfer to the appropriate coloured card
then cut out the flowers and buds. I have used
orangey shades for the daffodil trumpets and
yellow for the outer petals. Cut the stems and
leaves from contrasting shades of green. You can
cut out as many
shapes as you
like depending
on how full you
want your vase
to be! 

Once you
have the tiny
shapes cut out,
the more fiddly
part comes.
Using a tiny 
bit of sticky
fixer, attach 
the daffodil
flowers to their 

Actual Size

Actual Size
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trumpets then, using craft adhesive, attach the
buds and flower heads to their respective stalks
varying the angle and direction they face, as
demonstrated in the main photo.

Once the completed flowers are ready to place
in the vase, cover the reverse of the vase with
double sided tape and begin to build up your
flower arrangement. Work with the vase reverse
side up, so start with the flowers you want to
end up at the front of the bunch and apply them
so they face the work surface. 

To produce an arrangement similar to my
card, begin with a larger bud, medium height in
the centre, a short flower ‘leaning’ over the right
side of the vase and a short, small bud ‘leaning’
over the left side. Simply cut the stalks of these
flowers to achieve the desired length. Continue
with a couple more flowers, facing opposite
directions and slightly taller than the others.
Arrange your leaves to fill in the gaps using a
mix of styles and shades. 

Once complete turn over the vase and make
sure you are happy with the arrangement, adjust
the flowers or add more as you feel necessary to

make a pretty group. When satisfied, cover
the reverse of the vase with double sided tape
again and fix it to the middle of the cream panel.
Stick a small blue bow on the vase and add the
stickers to the small panel.
Above: Make a very pretty spring scene by
adding a little mulberry paper in green and
white. Using felt, cut a little yellow sun and a
brown bunny and don’t forget to add a little
white mulberry
tail. The Gold
Label stickers
are XL420U-15.
Left: For an ‘au
naturelle’ look, use
the same daffodils
over some sky
effect paper, cover
the bottom of the
stems with grass
made by snipping
the top of a darker
green piece of card
and mount in an
aperture card.
Right: A very 
modern looking
vase with three
neatly arranged
daffs on different
coloured panels
make this stylish
card. 



Embellishment
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By Pam Goodwin
The attraction of these cards lies in the middle

layer, which is made from beautifully delicate,
pieces of melted plastic wrapping, packaging etc.
and the added bonus is - it’s absolutely free!

Materials Required:
Background Paper - I’ve used Stardream for it’s
beautiful subtle colours.
Metallic Wrapping Paper/Cellophane/Plastic
Packaging.
Baking Parchment.
Domestic Iron.
Flowers, Hearts, Beads, Wire etc.
Spraymount.
Glue Gun or UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mounts: SF08U-30 White.

To Make The Cards:
All these designs use 2 background paper

panels made in the same way. Cut the piece
of Stardream paper in your chosen colour, to
5 x 8cm and tear the edges. Spraymount this
onto the card front about 2cm from the top edge
and central from side to side. Cut the second
layer to 4 x 6.5cm and tear the edges. Glue this
centrally onto the first panel.

The next layer is the ‘embellished’ layer. 
Make this from any scrap plastic/cellophane
wrapping, crisp packets etc. in the following
way. Place the cellophane between two sheets 
of baking parchment and iron it with the iron
set on a medium heat. Holding the iron still 
and moving it will produce different effects 
with different materials, so you will need to
experiment a little.

It is probably better to work with a largish
piece of plastic and tear it apart to use the bit you
like the best. The final piece can be coloured with
nail varnish to enhance the colour scheme and
add interest. If the piece sticks to the parchment
just let it cool and it will peel off. 

Use a glue gun or a strong glue like UHU
general purpose adhesive to stick the embellish-
ments and flowers or beads into place.

Beads & Flowers On Ruby: 
To make the mixed bunch in this design, 

I have used flower and bead sprays from Craft
Creations. These are joined to each other by
winding round with the excess wire from the
sprays themselves. Twist the ends of the wires
round a knitting needle to shape them into 
delicate, pretty spirals.
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Beads & Wire On Gold: 
The heart is thick wire wrapped all around with
thin wire. The large bead is threaded onto med-
ium wire and tied onto the heart by twisting at
the top and bottom. The small beads are then
threaded onto the lower end of this and spirals
done with a knitting needle as before. 

Beads & Flower On Silver: 
A single silk flower combined with wire and
beads makes an equally pleasing design. Note
the gem in the centre which gives added sparkle.

Flowers On 
Gold Fabric: 
Here I have replaced
the second layer
with some fabric
which has been
heated to accentuate
it’s fibres. 

Blue Hearts 
On Blue: 
This example uses
beads on wire over 2
embellished layers
and strands of glue
from a glue gun
(more about this tech-
nique another time)!

All the designs are
shown on the same
size card, but those on
this page are enlarged
to show the detail. These cards can be used for
many occasions, Silver, Gold, Pearl or Ruby
Wedding Anniversaries, Birthdays, Christmas,
Engagements etc.

I hope you enjoy this!
Below: Samples of bits of heated plastic for embellish-
ments some of them painted with nail varnish



Retro Valentine
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By Pamela Voros
This striped retro style looks

great with pretty holographic 
or beautiful glitter vinyl strips 
and motifs.

Materials Required:
Vinyl Glitter Sheets: VGL06 Red
and VGL04 Fuchsia.
Vinyl Sheets: XL000U-20 Pink and
XL000U-04 Red.
Gold Label Holographic Borders:
ZL171U-76 Purple.
Gold Label Stickers: XL316U-14
Red/Gold Hearts.
Computer Printed Lettering or
Peel Off Lettering in Red.
A4 Sheet of Thin White Card.
Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.
Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: SF06U-30 Smooth
White.

To Make The Card:
The advantage of all these coloured strips is

that they are self adhesive making them very
easy to apply. It’s vital that all the strips are
straight with parallel sides so either, use the grid
on your cutting mat to align the vinyl and the

ruler which will
keep everything
straight, or mea-
sure the width of
the strip and mark
on the back in pen-
cil before cutting.

The exact width
and spacing of the
strips is not impor-
tant, for this size
card I used strips
between 2mm and
18mm wide. For a
larger card I would
use wider strips,

but the inclusion of very thin strips will work
whatever the card size. Always cut the strips a
little too long so they overlap the card at both
sides, then trim them to length later. 

Fold the card and starting close to the top
place a 4mm wide pink vinyl strip followed by
an 8mm fuchsia glitter strip, then a 13mm red
vinyl strip. 

The next strip is a purple border which should
be placed somewhere near the middle of the 
card followed by an 18mm red glitter strip. 
The next purple strip is about 3mm wide and
is cut from the spare material at the side of the
border sheet. The last strip is a 7mm wide pink
vinyl one.

Turn the card over, place a ruler along one
side at the very edge of the card and trim off the
excess borders then repeat with the other side.

I typed my wording on the computer and
printed it straight onto the thin card in red, this 
is very easy to do but if you prefer you can use 
largish red sticker lettering, this panel is cut to 
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18mm x 73mm.
Cut the other
two panels from
the remaining
thin card, the
smaller to 25mm
x 32mm and the
larger to 75mm 
x 78mm.

Run purple
border strips
around the
edges of all the
panels. Overlap
the borders at
the corners, and
press the knife
through both layers then carefully remove the excess
pieces to make neat, mitred corners. 

Apply a large heart from the sticker sheet to the large
panel and a selection of small hearts to the small panel.
Stick all three panels onto the card using sticky fixers. 

Above: Fold the card then mark and cut
the apertures in the panel behind. Slip a
piece of paper behind the apertures and
apply the strips to the folded card. Trim
the sides then unfold and trim away the
strips crossing the apertures. Place the
holographic red hearts (ZL663U-74) onto
acetate and mount into the apertures.
Above left: Easter card in green and
gold using XL354U-01 in gold.
Left: The strips in this design are shades
of blue. The wording was printed from
the computer, this time in light blue
to match the colour theme with clear
sparkle glitter butterflies (ZL512U-82).
Bottom left of previous page: Looking
lovely with pink and blue glitter stripes,
this pretty Easter card uses XL466U-01
for all the little motifs.



Hollywood Style
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By Diana Eames
Change the colours to your

Mum’s favourite to make a 
really special card just for her.

Materials Required:
White Card 10cm x 14cm.
Lilac Mulberry Paper 
10cm x 14cm.
Pearl Cotton in Shades of
Mauve/Lilac.
Embroidery Cotton: Green and
Shades to Match Pearl Cottons.
Embroidery Needle.
Pricking Tool and Mat.
Tracing Paper.
Pencil and Ruler.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: DL03U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Feather the Mulberry paper by dampening

the edges and easing out between the fingers.
Stick this Mulberry panel to the card mount
using double sided tape or a glue stick.

Trace the letters from the diagram below,
transfer to the white card and cut them out using
a ruler for the straight cuts to keep them neat.

Wrap the letters with green thread, use a little
tape on the back of the letter to hold the end of
the thread in place. Don’t overdo this, about four
or five wraps per letter is enough, use a small
piece of tape on the back between each wrap to
ensure the thread stays
where you want it. 

Trace the pricking holes
from the diagram on the
right onto a bit of tracing
paper to make a pricking
template. Decide where 
you want to place the 
spider web roses on the green lines, position the
pricking template over the line and pierce the
holes through the tracing and the letter together.

Reposition the tem-
plate and pierce the
next one. Just one
rose per green line
is enough.

Thread the needle
with a shade of
mauve/lilac thread
and working directly
onto the card letters
stitch though the
pricked holes to
make a circle of
spokes for each rose
as shown by the pale 

Actual Size
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lines on the diagram (previous
page). The spokes should be
stitched in the colour of the rose
itself, so remember to change
shades as you work. 

Thread the needle with a
shade of mauve/lilac Pearl cot-
ton. Bring the needle through
from the back of the work close
to the centre of the spokes and

weave the rose by going over
and under the spokes working
around in circles until all the
spokes are completely covered.

Take the needle through to
the back of the letter where you
finish the rose, cut off the excess
and tape to secure. Work each
rose in the same way using the
appropriate shade of mauve.

Place strips of double
sided tape onto the backs of 
the letters. Stick the ‘U’ onto
the centre of the panel and add
an ‘M’ each side to finish.

The blue and yellow card
uses wool for the flowers and
sticky fixers to mount the letters

which adds depth.
This design

would be ideal 
for your Nan as
well why not 
make one for her
birthday in her
favourite colours, 
I have included 
the wording for
you. On this design
I used randomly
dyed thread which 
I had left over from
a kit.



Mum’s Flowers
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By Susan Rodgers
The embossed wording 

on this card is made using 
a computer but it would 
work just as well if you have 
a suitable rubber stamp.

To Make The Card:
A5 Parchment/Tracing Paper.
Gold Embossing Powder.
Heat Gun.
Red Card 8cm x 12cm.
Gold Mirri Card 6cm x 10cm.
Embossing Ball Tool and Mat.
Scrap of Red Mirri Card.
Heart Paper Punch.
Roses Push Mould: PM05.
Red and Green Fimo.
White Acrylic Paint.
Fine Brush.
Clear Fine Glitter.
Heart Border Stickers: XL051U-01 Gold.
Corner Stickers: XL171U-01 Gold
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF03U-44 Linen Cream.

To Make The Card:
Find a suitable font from your word process-

ing package (I used Corel Print House) and type
Mum in the correct type size to make the word
approx. 4cm x 8cm. To emboss nicely it’s best to
choose a bold font which will ‘wet’ the paper
thoroughly with the ink. 

If you want a monogrammed letter like the
‘M’ in my wording you will need a software
package that offers this type of lettering, or
search for some similar clip art. The ‘u’ & ‘m’
were from a bold font which I thought went 
well with the monogrammed letters on offer 
in the software package as the uprights on
the small letters are of a similar thickness.

Print the wording out onto tracing
paper and immediately sprinkle with
gold embossing powder before the ink
has a chance to begin drying. Tap off the
excess powder, any specks of powder
which won’t tap off can be removed
with a fine brush which has been dipped
in water then blotted off so it is just very
lightly damp. Protect your work surface
with old newspaper and always place a
clean sheet of paper on top so your work
does not get marked with newsprint.
Use the heat gun to emboss, hold it 6
inches or so away from the work and
keep it moving slowly across the work
until the letters emboss.
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My letter ‘M’ has some pretty flowers at the
bottom corner which will look better embossed
(parchment embossing). Allow the design to cool
first then place face down on the embossing mat
and use the embossing ball tool to gently emboss
the flower petals. 

Trim the edges of this design so it measures
5.5cm x 9.5cm with the word centrally placed.
Use a tiny dab of glue behind the letters to stick
this centrally on the gold Mirri panel and add a
heart border around the gold panel. The border
will overlap the tracing panel and hold the edges
in place.

Glue the red panel centrally onto the card
front then the gold wording panel centrally 
onto the red. Punch three hearts from the red
Mirri card and place one in each of the two bot-
tom corners and one at the top left corner of the
red panel. Position the gold label stickers to the
corners of the card mount.

The flowers are made using the roses push
mould with Fimo. First knead the Fimo until 
soft in the normal way. Press a small amount of 
it into the mould, if there is more Fimo than will
fit in the mould remove the excess with your 
fingers then take out the rest, re-knead and press
in again. If necessary repeat either adding or
removing clay so it fits nicely. 

To lift the shape out of the mould without 
distorting it, roll a small ball of the excess clay,
lightly press it onto one end of the moulded
shape and lift. 

Following the same method, use the green
Fimo to make one large and two small leaves and
red to make one large, one medium and one

small rose. Arrange the leaves as shown and
press the large rose over them. Lay all onto foil
and bake following the instructions on pack.

Once cooled, lightly brush all the petal tops
with white acrylic paint to highlight them then
add a sprinkle of glitter. Glue the flowers in a
group on the top right corner of the Mum panel.
Above: This card is made using the same method but
the printing is onto a piece of rainbow parchment. The
flowers are made from the sunflower push mould
(PM36) and the watering can is a button. 

Left: If you have a chunky wording
rubber stamp you could try that
instead as I have here with the stamp
STA522G. Tulips are good alternative
to the more often used daffodils for
Easter, these are made using PM49
which also has a daffodil mould on it
if you prefer. The border is Gold Label
XL561U-02 with yellow gel pen dots
for the buds.
Previous page: These small pansies
(PM35) look lovely coloured in shades
of mauve, I used Marvy Le Plume
pens for this. The Gold Label glitter
dragonflies (ZL511U-82) look very
pretty circling round the aperture with
their wings left raised, stick paper
behind the wings but not the body
and cut round so they don’t stick to
the card in the envelope. 



Hearts & Flowers
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By Katie McLean
I found these very beautiful hand

painted papers which I just had to have!
They are wonderful to use and fairly
inexpensive to buy, especially as just a
small piece makes a really pretty card.
Here are a few of my ideas.

Materials Required:
Soft, Bright, Random Colour Paper:
HMP01.
Oddments Including: Mirror Shia, Braids,
Metallic Thread, Buttons, Rubber Stamps,
Mesh, Plastic Gems etc.
Accessories: Paper Punches, Glitter Glue,
Gel Pens etc.
Scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Selection of Card Mounts.

To Make The Cards: 
These designs are all based around soft,

randomly shaded paper which is really beautiful
and lovely to use. Due to the random shading
you may not get exactly the same colour com-
binations as I have used here, therefore each
card you make will be different from the last
even if made in the same style. 
Please note that the paper in the pack HMP01

has glittery patterns
covering the front
of each sheet.
Simply turn the
paper over and use
the plain back of
the sheet to make
these designs.
All the designs are
really simple to
make so I have just
given you an idea
of what I did for
each card, this
should easily be
enough for you to
make your own.

With All My Heart:
The heart shape was made from soft red

shaded paper using a heart shaped offcut as a
template, drawn round and cut to shape. The
braid is then machine stitched across it. The little
mirror shia is hand stitched on using gold thread
so it doesn’t show and the greeting handwritten
using gel pens.

Yellow Happy Birthday:
This one is all about colour co-ordination, 

I just love these colours together. If your paper
doesn’t have pre-printed stars you can rubber
stamp it or use a star sticker to get a similar
effect. The paper is hand embroidered, mounted
onto some blue
paper and then onto
the card with blue 
stickers to finish.

Sprayed Hearts:
The card mount

has been decorated
using a blitzer with 
a stencil heart and
flower. The cut out 
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heart is decorated
with some hand
embroidery and 
a button before
being wrapped 
onto a piece of 
card and mounted
onto the card.

Red & Yellow:
I have stitched

some beads and
sequins onto this
piece as well as
glued others on.
The markings have
been highlighted
with a little gold paint.

Green Happy Birthday:
I have used clear sparkle glitter glue to follow

and accentuate the flowing lines of the paper’s
pattern which gives a lot of movement to this
little panel, like a leaf being blown on the breeze.
The sticker wording is in yellow to continue the
colour theme into the mount.

Lotus Flowers:
I used a stencil and a silver gel pen for

these pretty flowers on a mostly deep pink and
blue paper. The piece is then glued onto some
toning glitter paper which is mounted onto a
contrasting shade
before going onto
the card mount.

Yellow & Mesh:
Some areas of

the paper can be
fairly plain, these
bits can still make
interesting cards 
as the texture is
rather pleasing.
Here I have
combined it with
some netting, gold
beads and yellow
wording. 



Beaded Spirella
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By Mavis Wright
I used a large punch to make the spirella

shapes for the blue design, though it may be
that the templates are easier to get hold of. The
finished result with the templates will be very
similar (see pink card) but you will need a larger
quantity of smaller beads.

Materials Required:
Thin Card: White Sparkle, Gold Sparkle and 
Blue Pearl.
50mm Scalloped Circle Punch and Very Pale
Cream card or Spirella Circle Pack: SPI11 White.
Clear 3mm Round Beads x 100 or Silver Seed
Beads x 130: BEA35.
Paper Punches: 3cm Sun, 1.5cm Sun, 8 Petal
Daisy and 8mm Scalloped Circle.
10mm White Quilling Paper and Quilling Tool.
Deckled Edge Scissors and Straight Scissors.
Silver Thread and Needle.
Clear Fine Glitter.
Translucent Paper Scraps: Gold, Blue and Silver.
Gold Mother’s Day Sticker.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Clear Tape.
Card Mount: DEC8U-64 Plasma Blue.

To Make The Card:
If you have punched your own circles, thread

50 x 3mm beads (2 for each scallop) onto the

reel of silver thread. Fix the end of the thread on
the back of the template with a small piece of
clear tape.

Begin winding leaving seven spaces between
the up and down thread, at the same time slide
one bead to each end on the top side of the
shape, don’t worry if the beads don’t stay in
place at first, the crossover beads as you wind
round will keep them in place. Continue until
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each indent has been wound twice and all the
beads are in place. Tape the end firmly on the
back. Wind the second circle in the same way.

If you are using
the template method
push out two 5cm
spirella templates
from the sheets (these
are the smallest size
circles in the pack).
Thread 64 seed beads
onto the silver thread
and wind round in
the same way but
leaving eleven spaces as shown in the diagram
above. Wind the second one in the same way.

Punch one silver
translucent and one
blue translucent large
sun, glue the blue
on top of the silver
offsetting the spokes.
Punch three large
daisies from gold
translucent. Glue one
daisy onto the silver/blue suns, then glue the
second and third daisies on top offsetting the
petals a little on each layer. Make another flower
in this same way.

Fold the 10mm quilling paper in half to make
a 5mm double strip. Cut the length in half.  Snip
all along the folded edge using small diagonal
cuts ending 2mm from
the open edge. 

Put the unsnipped
edge into a quilling tool
and wind to form a
tight roll. Glue the end
and leave to dry, then
gently fan out the cut
edges. 

Spread a very light coat of clear glue over
the shape and sprinkle with clear glitter. Make
another from the other piece of quilling paper.
Glue both of these into the centre of the trans-
lucent flowers, then the whole flower into the 
centre of the spirella circles.

Cut the background panels using the deckled
scissors for each, starting with white sparkle at
85 x 195mm, then gold sparkle at 78 x 188mm
and then the blue at 70 x 180mm. Glue the white
panel centrally onto the card front with the gold
centrally over this and finishing with the blue on
the top.

Glue each spirella shape onto the card front
with the top one approximately 6mm from the
top of the blue and the bottom one 15mm from
the blue.

Make up the wording panel by cutting each
with deckled scissors, beginning with white
sparkle at 35 x 72mm, the gold at 28 x 65mm
and the blue at 23 x 60mm, all glued centrally on
top of each other. Place the wording stickers on
the panel setting them over to the right to allow
space for the flowers. Glue this panel on the card
now, in the centre and at a pleasing angle.

Punch 3 translucent blue medium suns and 3
gold small scalloped circles. Glue the gold onto
the centre of the blue, add a blob of clear glue
and sprinkle with clear glitter. Once dry glue
them to the card to finish.

Above: Using spirella templates means you need small-
er beads and more of them but the finished circles do
look very similar.



Cool Cords
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By Anita Easton
The basic idea for these designs is

simple, anybody can do them, but the
end result is brilliant and very diverse
being suitable for different occasions just
by a change of colour, style or accessory.
(Maybe this is what I should use my
Scoubidou trimmings for. I knew I was
saving them for something special! Ed).

Materials Required:
Light Turquoise Paper 11cm x 11cm.
Deep Turquoise Paper 10.5cm x 10.5cm.
White Hammer Card 8.8cm x 8.8cm.
Turquoise Cord Approx. 50cm Length.
Tulip Paint: Pearl Blue, Pearl Silver and
Medium Blue.
Turquoise Glitter Glue. 
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Gold Label Stickers: XL306U-02 Silver.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF06U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
These are all made freehand but, to get you

started, I have included a diagram for the cord
placement and dots on the main card.
Trace the cord positions from the diagram
then place the traced pattern face up on
the white card and retrace the lines press-
ing firmly to leave an indent to follow.

Use a cocktail
stick to place a fine
line of P.V.A. along
one indented line
and stick the cord
along this. Trim to
the card edge using
sharp scissors. Glue
all the cords into
place in this way. 

Once the glue is
dry, add little dots
of pearl blue tulip
paint along either
side of each cord.
These are spaced
by eye, the gap 

Actual Size
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between each is something like 2mm, try to keep
the dots roughly the same size but a little varia-
tion in spacing and size won’t hurt.

Let this paint dry then add silver dots outside
the blue ones except inside the loops.
These silver dots are kept slightly
smaller than the blue dots. Inside
each loop I have used a medium
blue to add a row of smaller dots
as well.

Finally, I have added much larger
dots of turquoise glitter between
the other rows, see the diagram for
placement.

Whilst waiting for the paint 
to dry, make up the background.
Mount the light turquoise paper
square onto the card placing it 
central from side to side and a little
closer to the top than the bottom 
to allow for the greeting. Add the
dark turquoise paper centrally
onto this and once all the paint is
completely dry, mount the work 
centrally onto the background and
add the greeting.

The other designs in this collec-
tion are made in the same way,
changing the type of cord, colours

and other trimmings makes a big difference
to the look of the finished card. These use not
only gems and sequins but also quite chunky
accessories like the wooden rings and zebra on
my African style card.



Accessorise
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By Barbara Mercer

Materials Required:
Cream Card: 3cm x 8cm & 12.5cm x 14.5cm.
Lilac Pearl Paper: 2.8cm x 7.8cm & 11cm x 13cm.
White Card: 1.5cm x 6.5cm, 4cm x 7cm and 
10.5cm x 12.5cm.
Silver Card: 2.6cm x 7.6cm.
Mulberry Paper: White, Mauve and Charcoal.
Small Flower Stamp by Rubber Stampede.
Mauve Pigment Ink Stamp Pad.
White Lace 1cm Deep x 65cm Approx.
50cm Length of 3mm Lilac Ribbon.
3 Lilac Silk Rosebuds.
1 Pipe Cleaner.
Grey Felt 3cm x 6cm.
Silver Bead Approx. 5mm diameter.
2 Flat Backed Lilac Jewels.
White Broderie Anglaise 6cm x 9cm.

Needle and White Thread.
Gold Label Stickers: Straight Silver Borders,
Silver Flower Border and Silver Letters.
Daisy Paper Punch.
Mauve Silk Flower.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive and a 
Glue Stick.
Card Mount: SF01U-46 Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Take an 11cm length of pipe cleaner and curve

one end to make the handle shape. Starting at the
tip of the handle, glue one end of lilac ribbon to
the tip using UHU. 

Once dry and firmly stuck wind the ribbon
around the pipe cleaner, overlapping the edges
as you go along. Wind approximately 4.5cm, trim
the end and glue to keep in place. Stick the rib-
bon to the other end and wind in the same way
for approximately 1.5cm, trim and glue as before.
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Cut the piece of Broderie Anglaise to shape 
as the diagram and using white cotton, make a
line of running stitches from point C to D and E
to F leaving a 15cm tail of thread from each line.
Stitch side A to side B (this will be behind the
brolly once finished).

Insert the pipe cleaner and pull the top thread
to gather the fabric, forming a frill. Tie off the
end and cut off the excess thread. Pull the bottom
thread to gather the bottom edge and wind the
excess thread round and round the brolly until
all the raw edges are covered by neatly wound
thread. Tie off the ends at the back and trim off
the excess thread.

Tie a piece of ribbon around the top gather
and make into a neat bow. Glue a silver bead to
the tip of the handle.

Make the bag by folding the grey felt into a
3cm square and stitch down each side leaving the
top open. I have machine stitched mine with a

patterned stitch but, you could hand
stitch or straight stitch if you prefer.
Make a handle from approximately 6cm
of lilac ribbon gluing the ends inside the
open top. Decorate the bag with flat
backed jewels and a silk flower using 
the photo to guide you.

Use the diagram above to cut a hat shape
from the 4cm x 7cm white card. Lightly cover 
the hat shape with glue using the glue stick 
and apply some charcoal Mulberry paper to
it, trimming this to the hat shape once dry. Add
a ribbon band and three little silk rosebuds
using UHU.

Make up the background panel as follows.
Take the large cream panel and glue strips of
narrow lace round the edge, cutting the corners
to form a mitre to reduce bulk. Stick this panel
centrally onto the card mount. Stick the lilac
pearl panel centrally onto the lace panel and 
the large white panel centrally over this. 

Cut a rectangle of white Mulberry to 9.5cm 
x 11.5cm and stamp all over with the flower 
stamp and mauve ink pad. Use the glue stick 
to fix this centrally onto the white panel on the
card. 

Cut a rectangle of mauve Mulberry to 9.5cm 
x 11.5cm and tear in half diagonally, first damp-
ening the tear line with a wet paintbrush. Using 
the glue stick, glue the mauve triangle over the
bottom left corner of the Mulberry panel. 

Run a line of flower border stickers on the
mauve Mulberry just below the join and add a
border of straight line stickers around the edge 
of the Mulberry panel. 

Glue the bag, hat and brolly onto the finished
background using UHU glue.

Make up the ‘MUM” panel using the cream
card, lilac paper, silver card and then the white
all stuck centrally on top of one another, finally
adding the stickers and two paper punched
daisies.



Sandra Brown
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Designer Profile
I first started making

cards about 21⁄2 years ago
but I have been interested
in art and crafting since I
was a little girl. When I left
school I had planned to go
to Art College but ended
up going into the computer
industry instead.

In 2001 I became seriously ill with what
turned out to be ME, an illness which has a dev-
astating effect on your life. I had to give up my
career and all of my hobbies, including trips to
the theatre, museums, eating out and shopping.

I used to really enjoy shopping for greetings
cards and would trawl the entire number of card
shops in town during my
lunch hour, until I found
the perfect card for the
intended recipient. With
my illness I was unable 
to do this anymore.

My aunt Joan gave 
me a watercolour set 
for Christmas and when
Easter time came I decided
to make my own cards. I
live very near to the local,
beautiful church and sat 
in a deckchair outside my

cottage to paint it. I had some rubber stamps that
I purchased in the rubber stamp craze of the
1980’s and together with my little paintings 
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I made my first cards. My own little cottage
industry was started.

At first I just made cards to send to family
and friends but as my craft materials grew and
my savings diminished, I started to sell them to
my family. I am happy to say they proved very
popular. My boyfriend Nick, then decided to take
them into his office and I now have regular com-
missions from his colleagues. My mum also sells
them to her friends
and neighbours,
some of them
are housebound
and find it very
useful to be able 
to purchase cards
from their homes.

It is lovely to
design items that
have proved so
popular. I enjoy
commission work
best of all as I tailor
make the cards 
to the recipients
hobbies, favourite

colours etc. and I love the challenge. It also
makes the card so personal and means it is extra
special to them, particularly as I never make the
same card twice.

I do all types of card making including paper
pricking, peel offs, collage and embossing but 
I find that the most popular is découpage. It is
time consuming but the effect is impressive and
professional. My favourite style is Antique or
Ephemera as the Americans call it. I have always
collected Victorian scraps and love using them
on my cards. I also really enjoy using chalks
and find them very useful for adding age to my
antique designs.
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I do find part 
of the fun of card
making is actually
purchasing the
items to make the
cards. Choosing the
items, especially
the new designs,
waiting for them 
to arrive and then
deciding what I 
can make with
them when they
arrive is all part of
the enjoyment.

I think card
making is a won-
derful hobby especially for an ill or disabled
person as it brings purpose and fulfilment and 
is very therapeutic.

You enjoy choosing the items and eventually
making the card, the person who purchases 
it enjoys sending it and the recipient enjoys
receiving it, what other hobby can provide all
this much happiness? 



A Stitch In Time
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By Vi Lawrence
This charming design will bring

back memories for everyone who
has ever used an old sewing
machine and there are many using
them still, I’m sure.

Materials Required:
Card: Black 60mm x 90mm, White
68mm x 95mm and Gold 78mm x
105mm and Some Gold Scraps.
Gold Gel Pen.
Fine Black and Red Pens.
2mm Circle Punch.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Pink Thread and Pink Fabric 4cm x 4cm.
Gold Peel Off Sticker.
Sharp Scissors or Craft Knife.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC3U-16 Pink.

To Make The Card:
Trace the sewing machine from the diagram

and transfer it to the black card then cut out. 

Add the gold detailing, mine is done freehand
though I have added this to the diagram in case
you prefer to trace it. Punch the two holes for the
thread, if you do not have a small hole punch
you could pierce it with a large needle but do
this from the front so any roughness will be
on the back. Stick the end of the thread to the
back of the cotton spool and neatly wind thread
around it until it looks nice, not too full. 

Cut about 10cm from the reel and thread the
end down through the top hole, back up through
the bottom hole and straight down the presser

foot. Fold the end to the back and stick,
trimming off any excess.

Glue the machine onto the white
panel positioning it to the right hand
side leaving the presser foot unglued.
Glue this machine panel to the gold
card placing it centrally then glue this
to the card front 8mm from the fold
and the right edge.

If the square of fabric is one that
will fray easily, trim the edges with
pinking shears before arranging it in a
pleasing way. Either stitch or glue it to
keep it in shape and glue into place
with the top edge tucked under the
foot. Cut some scissors and thimble
from scraps of gold card and add detail
with black pen. Draw in some pins,
buttons and a needle along the bottom
edge and add a sticker for the greeting.

Actual Size



Tea & Cake
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By Shirley Young
Although I used my 

computer to make the 
room and picture in this 
little scene, there are all 
sorts of ways of producing
similar backgrounds for
those of you who don’t 
use computers. 

Materials Required:
Computer Generated:
Wallpaper, Wooden Floor
and Picture on the Wall.
Scraps of Card: Dark Red, Bright Red and White.
6 Black Beads and Silver Wire.
Wire Cutters or Old Scissors.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Craft Knife or Scissors.
Cat Stamp and Black Stamp Pad.
Brown and Pink Felt Tips.
Tiny Paper Fastener.
Tea and Cake Paper Shapes.
Sticky Fixers.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive. 
Card Mount: DEC8U-43 Linen White.

To Make The Card:
The background for this card was produced

on the computer using a programme called
Printmaster Home Premier (a card making
programme). If you don’t have this, it is very
probable that you do have something that would
work just as well, any program that has pre-set
texture or pattern fills and also has transform
tools (for the perspective) will do the job. 

Printmaster does not have transform tools so I
had to copy my floor into another program called
Photoimpact just to do this. In fact Photoimpact
has it’s own pre-set textures and fills many of
which would have looked just as good as the one
I used.

Another option is to use a digital camera to
take your own backgrounds then use a photo
editing programme to make them the right shape
and size. If you are not ‘into’ computing at 
all  you can use some of the many background
papers or scrapbook papers on the market or cut
out pictures from old magazines, those showing
large houses with lovely, big rooms are a great
source of background material.

Make the wallpaper background using what-
ever method you have chosen. If you are using
the computer simply draw a box and fill with a
small pattern or fine stripe pattern. Print out 
and cut the paper to 7cm x 15.5cm. Stick onto 
the card mount making it central sideways and
touching the fold line at the top. 

The floor is made by drawing a box and fill-
ing with a wood effect texture which has then
been given some perspective on the computer
using the transform tools. This brings the top 
two corners of the box in towards each other
and changes the filled texture pattern to match
the angles. 

You can either use careful measuring to make
the floor the exact size to fit the card along the
bottom and wallpaper at the top or make it a
little oversize and trim to fit afterwards. The top
edge is 15.5cm and the bottom is 21cm with 
an overall depth of 2.5cm. Trim to size if needed
and stick into place.

The picture hanging on the wall is designed
on the computer too and should be about 3.5 x
4.5cm. Draw a box and fill with a texture pattern
or plain colour, then draw another slightly small-
er box on top making sure it is centred on the 
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first box. Give this box 
a black border (stroke)
and fill it white then add
your text etc. You can put
anything you like into
your picture, it doesn’t
have to be the same as
mine. Make a small hole
in the centre top of the
picture for the ‘nail’. 

Place the picture onto
the background leaving
about the same amount of
wallpaper showing at the
top and left edge. Mark
through the hole onto the wallpaper behind.
Remove the picture and make a small hole
through the wallpaper and the card behind at
this mark, a small nail is useful for this purpose.
Place the paper fastener through the picture
and then through the wall, opening out the tails
inside the card.

I bought some pre-cut shapes whilst on holi-
day abroad, the pack included some tiny tables
and chairs, I made my own in a similar style but
in a size which fitted the scene.

Trace the chair and table from the diagram
below including the button marks. Place the
tracing over the deep red card and trace over the
table rim, the chair front edge and the chair back
outlining the buttons to indent a line. Cut out the
shapes carefully. 

Now place the tracing over the bright red
card and trace the table top and chair cushion,
then cut out. Glue the front rim onto the table
table top, using the dotted lines as a guide to the
overlap. Glue the chair cushion to the chair back
and the deep red front of the chair into place,
once again using the dotted lines as a guide
to the overlap amount. 

Use UHU glue to stick the beads over the
button marks on the chair back. Cut two 2.5cm
and two 2cm lengths of silver wire. Make a curl
in one end of each and use UHU to stick the long
ones onto the back of the chair and small ones
onto the back of the table. 

Rubber stamp a cat on the white card scrap
and colour it using felt tipped pens. Cut it out
close to the outline. My cat is curled up asleep,

one looking enviously at the
cake would work just as well. 

Arrange the table, chair
and cat in the scene and stick
in place with sticky fixer pads.

Add the teacup and cake 
to the table, as mine came
from Greece where I was 
on holiday it may be hard to
find the exact ones I used but,
there are many different sorts
of these pre-made stick on
items available in this country. 
Above: Craft Creations 
stock the Essentials range
which have designs with 
nice cups, cake and teapot
ESS005 & ESS049. The cat 
is from ESS102 and the 
garden background is cut 
from collage sheet CS001.

Actual Size
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By Mavis Elliott
This set of designs were inspired by the

recently introduced vase and flower Gold Label
stickers. I found they combine really well with
pretty papers and quilling.

Materials Required:
Gold Label Stickers XL582U & XL584U Silver.
Purple Mirri Paper A5.
Quilling Paper: 3mm in Purple and Lilac, 
5mm & 10mm in White.
Quilling Tool (optional).
Scrap of White Embossed Wallpaper.
Mother’s Day Sticker: XL465U-02 (Similar).
Scissors or Craft Knife.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC3U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Cut a panel of purple Mirri paper to 80mm 

x 105mm and glue onto the front of the card
mount, placing it central from side to side and
approximately 12mm from the top edge.

Cut a panel of embossed wallpaper to 75mm
x 100mm and glue this centrally onto the purple.

Stick the vase onto a piece of purple Mirri
paper and carefully cut to the sticker outline.
Stick small strips of purple Mirri behind the
leaves of one spray, leaving the stem unstuck.
Carefully cut around the leaves to the sticker
outline trying not to handle the stem too much 
to keep it sticky. Place back on the sticker sheet
until you need to use it. Do another three sprays
in this way.

Glue the vase to the panels already on the
card mount just 2 or 3mm from the bottom 
edge and central sideways. Place two of the leaf
sprays, prepared earlier, into place at the neck of 
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the vase (see photo), the stem should hold them
in place without the need for glue but you can
add a little glue behind the single leaf at the tip
of each stem for stability if you need to.

All of the tight pegs need to have small 
centres so, if you don’t
have a fine tool, it
would be better to roll
by hand. Using lilac
paper, roll a 14cm
length to a tight peg,
glue the end to keep it
tight. Make 9 in lilac
and 6 in purple.

Cut three 11cm
lengths of 10mm white
paper and fringe along
one edge. Glue one 
end of each to a purple
peg and wind tightly
around the peg, gluing
the end. Gently press the fringe open.

Cut three 11cm lengths of 5mm white paper
and fringe along one edge, glue one end of each
to a purple peg. Wind the white tightly around
the peg, glue the end but this time leave the
petals upright for now.

Use 11cm lengths of purple
to make 18 loose closed coils.
Glue the coils over to one side
to make offset coils.

Glue six of these loose coils
around each of the three small,
unfolded fringe flowers, plac-
ing each ‘petal’ so the offset
coils are towards the centre
then press open the fringe. 

Arrange these flowers in
the vase until you are happy
with their position, placing the two leaf sprays
in the correct place before gluing the quilled
flowers in place. Glue three sets of three lilac
pegs around the flowers using the photo as a
guide then add the wording sticker to finish.

I like the effect of embossed wallpaper
combined with these vases and many different
embossings look good so, if you do not have the
exact one I have used, try what you do have, it
may look even better!

Shimmer paper can look very effective both
behind the flowers and the vases.
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By Diana Beeson
I got the idea for these cards after buy-

ing a kit of ‘Sunflower Cards’ by Le Crea
Design which I really enjoyed making.
Sometime later, I was fiddling with some
tea bag squares when an idea came to me
for adapting the sunflower idea to work
with tea bag squares, and this led to the
following cards. The only real similarity
with the sunflower cards in the kit is the
raised circle or collar round the aperture.

Materials Required:
Mini Picture Sheet Flower and Bees:
MP019.
Gold Label Stickers: 
Flower Basket XL315U-03 Black, 
Flower Corners XL462U-01 Gold and
Happy Birthday XL037U-01 Gold.
White Card 12cm Square.
Pastel Watercolour Pencils.
Gold Gel Pen and a Ruler.
Clear Sparkle Glitter Glue.
Double Sided Tape: ADH13.
Card Mount: AP52U-16 Pink.

To Make The Card:
Find the small set of pictures on the mini picture

sheet, these are a little too big as they come so carefully
mark out 8 of them to 3cm square keeping the image
central and neatly cut them out. Fold each in half 
cornerwise with the picture facing out. 

With the card mount opened out and face up
slip a folded square over the aperture at the top
centre and stick onto the back of the aperture by 
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Slip another folded square between any two already in
place. It should overlap the existing squares by approx.
4mm at each side where the arrows show, these sides will
hold it away from the aperture by approx. 4mm, stick in
place on the back as before. Continue round sticking the
remaining three squares into the gaps.

Run strips of double sided tape around the edges of
the white square, peel and stick behind the aperture. Fold
and stick the card closed in the usual way.

the back triangle only leaving the front loose.
Repeat with a folded square at the bottom centre
and one each at left and right centres. 

Place the flower basket sticker onto
the white background and colour in as
desired. I chose colours to match those
in the tea bag paper and used some 
clear sparkle glitter glue over the ‘white’ 
flowers in my design.

Rule lines around the front edges
of the mount approx. 7mm in from 
the sides. Start and finish each line
about 2.5cm in from each corner, except
for the top line which finishes 4.5cm
from the corner. Add the greeting to
the top right corner and stick the three
flower corners between the lines at the
remaining corners. Bend the ‘collar’ up
all round to finish.
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By Ginny Adams
These cards have two things in common, they

feature hearts and each heart is bordered by Gold
Label stickers giving them a really pretty edge.

Materials Required:
Scraps of Paper/Card in Pale, Medium 
and Dark Pink.
White Card 8cm x 13cm.
Small Ribbon Bows in Cream and Deep Rose.
Ribbler and Scissors.
Gold Label Stickers in Silver: XL170U, XL056U.
10mm Quilling Paper in Pink, Peach, Yellow,
White and Greens.
2mm Quilling Papers in Green and Cream.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount SF06U-88 Pearl Pink.

To Make The Cards:
Run the white card through the ribbler and

stick this panel to the centre of the card mount.
Cut the hearts, large in deep pink and light pink
and a small one in medium pink.

Use the row of diamonds between the chain
borders not the actual borders themselves, you
will have to cut each end to remove them from
the sheet. Start at the dip on the heart and wind
round to the point, cut the border and work the
other side of the heart in the same way. Stick
the hearts onto the card and add the bows.

Make a selection of quilled
roses, place the 10mm paper in
the quilling tool and wind a
couple of turns, fold the quilling
paper down at right angles and
continue winding. Repeat until
the rose looks a good size, cut
off any excess paper and glue
the end. 

Cut a variety of leaves from
the green quilling paper. Use
2mm paper wound in a spiral
around a cocktail stick to make
green and cream coils. Lay out
the flowers, leaves and coils in

a pleasing
arrangement
then glue
into place.
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Above: Joyce Park, Cheshire. 
These are peel off stickers applied to pretty 
holographic card and then cut out. They are
mounted onto the card with sticky fixers with
gold cord added between the stars and baubles.
Below: Mareth Allison, Lancashire. 
I have made the background using corrugated
card, pre-printed wording paper and a pre-cut
frame with a plastic motif on this. 

Right: Christine Willmott, Norfolk. 
I made up a teabag design on the 
computer and printed it out in colour. 
I used this to make my folded design
which is presented over torn panels 
of red and green.

Above: Ann Walkingshaw, Cumbria.
Rubber stamped and embossed dove
with a quilled olive branch.

Above: Paula Allardice, Derbyshire.
Cheeky snowman is cut from an old
card, peeking out of a hand made 
envelope.
Right: Beryl Jackson, North Yorkshire.
The teddy is stamped onto white card
using multicoloured ink and mounted
onto gold card. The edges of the white
panels are trimmed with stickers.
Below: Caroline Moore, N. Ireland.
Stencil embossed design highlighted
with iridescent micro glitter, mounted
onto a silver panel which is placed over
a white bow on the card mount.
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Above: 
Pamela Ritchie, Ayrshire. 
An iris folded style card made
using a variety of Christmas
papers.
Left: 
Sylvia Buckley, West Yorkshire.
The two ‘little darlings’ are 
cut from a découpage sheet,
mounted onto green and gold
metallic panels and the snow-
drops are added using silver
glitter glue. The wording is the
waste part of a sticker sheet
applied to green card and cut
around.

Left: 
Mrs D. Pountney,
Angus. 
The bells and holly
leaves are cut with
a Sizzix machine
from suede fabric. 
I have decorated
these shapes using
peel off stickers
and mounted them
onto panels.
Right: Deborah
Anderson,
Northumberland.
My card has been
decorated with a
triangle of background snowflake paper
which has been trimmed with silver border
stickers. The design panels are rubber
stamped images on shrink plastic mounted
onto glitter panels.

Above: 
Wendy Surman, France. 
I punched holes in a single fold card 
to make the 3 apertures and used the
punched out pieces, trimmed with 
deckled scissors and mounted onto
green sponge, to make the background
for the raised panels. To frame the 
apertures I punched squares into silver
card and cut the outer edges with 
deckled scissors. The stars are punched
from Mirri and the trees are wooden
shapes covered with micro glitter.

Right: 
Maureen Gammons, Suffolk. 
Mulberry paper night sky with peel off
sticker window and stars. The candle is
3D découpage.

Below: 
Karen Birks, Hampshire. 
The star is a wooden shape which has
been painted with gold paint. Wire
threaded beads are wrapped around 
the star and make the tails.
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Below: Anita Easton, South Yorkshire. 
Artificial flowers painted with gold glitter with
some loops of ribbon. The edge of the card is
trimmed with pretty printed organza ribbon.

Left: Rosalind Waite, North Yorkshire.
This card mount is one of the freebies
that comes with the magazine on
which I have cut out the words
“Merry Christmas” using letters
scaled to size on the computer. The
insert is vellum and has the centres
from the loops glued onto it to keep
them in the right place.
Right: Michelle Neil, Surrey. 
A pretty engraved foil design panel
mounted over printed and plain
coloured parchment.

Above: Ann Clark, London. 
Two little printed images mounted with
sticky fixers for depth with white stick-
ers to tone with the mount and designs.  

Above: Ann Morgan, Devon. 
The snowmen are transfers applied to
white card and cut out to be mounted
onto paper punched gold shapes. The
holly corners are also transfers and
the snowflakes are stickers and paper
punchings.

Left: Doreen Stuchbury,
Buckinghamshire. Hand painted Father
Christmas on a cinnamon stick. I have
trimmed it with silver cord and mount-
ed it onto a hand cut tag. The wording
is a rubber stamp on a torn paper panel.
It gives a lovely smell as the recipient
takes it out of the envelope.
Below: Pauline Sims, Spain. 
I have used an old Christmas card for
this card. The trees fitted just nicely into
the apertures and two little strips of the
background make attractive trimming
for the card edges.
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Above: Candice Croxford, Hertfordshire. 
Red and green ribbon bands with red and green
Christmas trees. The trees are decorated with thread,
stickers and mini gems.
Right Centre: Marian Fey, Surrey. 
Holly leaves cut from a suede fabric, fimo berries and
pipe cleaner bow. Presented on a gold panel.
Below: Mrs S. Hegenbarth, Devon. 
A small panel of shimmer paper edged in gold glitter
with a painted and glittered piece of conifer. The
scattered stars and wording are Gold Label stickers.

Above: 
Valerie Stobbart, Suffolk. 
My Christmas pudding is 
made from felt with seed 
bead raisins and larger bead
berries. This is mounted on 
red fabric and gold card with
the wording being computer
printed.

Above: Iris Stanford, Clwyd.
A monochrome design built around a
small black and white picture with black
and silver panels. The wording is made
with individual stickers.
Below: Dianne Jackson, West Yorkshire.
The tree is cut using an Incire template. I
have cut one in pink and one white glitter
then put them together feeding the pink
diamonds through the white.

Left: Mrs J. Farrow, Berkshire. 
A peel off snowman placed on white card,
coloured and cut out. The snow is made
from torn white card and the snowman is
mounted with sticky fixers over this.
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Above: 
Enid Lycett, Warwickshire. 
This is made from the waste of a large
sticker and I have coloured small
parts with gelly pens.
Left: 
Mrs S. Heller, Norfolk. 
3D découpage worked onto an old
C.D. The cracker and holly leaves 
are cut from wrapping paper and 
all the other motifs are sequins.

Left: Trish Arthur, Cornwall.
A 3D découpage design mounted 
onto co-ordinating panels of card
and paper. The heart and holly spray
are made of Fimo and the wording is 
a peel off. 

Above: Bernd Hildebrandt, Berkshire.
This is a clipping from my cypress
hedge which I have pressed and
sprayed gold.

Above: 
Carole Butterfield, Lancashire. 
I have used paper punches to make large
white daisies and small red ones. I have
glued one red into the centre of each white
one and glued a clear bead into the centre
of each. I have bent up the petals of each
flower and glued them by the centre only
in the shape of a tree.

Right Centre: 
Barbara Larkins, Hertfordshire. 
Stencilled design painted with thick paste
coated with micro glitter.  

Below: 
Jenny Brooks, Hertfordshire. 
Background paper makes the decoration
on the card with pressed flower designs 
on white card and hand drawn borders.
Sticker words and cord bows to finish.
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